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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a network reconstruction
problem using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) where station-
ary ad hoc networks are severely damaged in a post-disaster sce-
nario. The main objective of this paper is to repair the network by
supplementing aerial wireless links into the isolated ground net-
work using UAVs. Our scheme performs network probing from
the air and finds out crucial spots where both local and global
routing performance can significantly be recovered if deployed.
First, we propose a novel distributed coverage path planning algo-
rithms with independent and computationally lightweight naviga-
tion based on adaptive zigzag patterns. Second, we present route
topology discovery schemes that capture both local and non-local
network connectivity by extracting inherent route skeletons via
stitching partial local paths obtained from the simple packet prob-
ing by UAVs. Finally, we find the optimal UAV relay deployment
positions that can improve network-wide data delivery most effec-
tively based on three novel approaches of an optimization tech-
nique, an iterative heuristic algorithm, and a topology partitioning
of strongly connected component. Simulation results demonstrate
that our distributed traversing algorithms reduce the complete
coverage time, the travel distance, and the duplicate coverage com-
pared to other counterpart algorithms. Our deployment algorithms
recover severely impaired routes, incurring reasonable computa-
tional overhead.

Index Terms—Network reconstruction, route topology discov-
ery, coverage path planning, network hole detection, relay deploy-
ment, self-organizing networks, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

I. INTRODUCTION

UNMANNED Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been consid-
ered as an emerging disruptive technology to facilitate

dynamic in-situ operations such as sensing real-time terrestrial
events from the air and unmanned package delivery. These UAVs
can form their own aerial networks, while also communicating
with terrestrial networks [1], [2]. The recent network has been
evolving into forming a two-tier network of aerial and terrestrial
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ad-hoc networks as a promising self-organizing network thanks
to the on-the-fly characteristic of UAVs.

In disaster situations, the terrestrial network can be broken
into several isolated sub-networks. The network can be even
more critically affected if some crucial relay nodes in the middle
of networks become lost or in failure. In this situation, main-
taining a reliable communication network through fast network
repair is important for effectively sharing in-situ emergency in-
formation between victims and first responders.

There have been efforts on utilizing autonomous unmanned
terrestrial or aerial vehicles on a Region of Interest (RoI) [3].
These mobile vehicles can be used as effective communication
resources to quickly reconnect isolated networks each other
through their ad-hoc deployment. Employing UAVs can be a
rescue to address the network hole problem by being deployed
as temporary relay nodes [4], [5].

An advantage of UAVs compared to terrestrial vehicles
is its physically less constrained movement for informa-
tion gathering. The UAVs can retrieve data from the ground
via the ground-to-air communication, relay them to other UAVs
in the air-to-air communication, and send back to the ground
via the air-to-ground communication. They can gather network
collapse status with connectivity probing from the air, and also
be deployed as communication relays if necessary.

We consider two major roles of UAVs as exploring network
connection status over unknown RoI areas, and being deployed
as ground-to-air and air-to-ground relays for autonomous net-
work reconstruction. The challenges are 1) to design a dis-
tributed motion planning algorithm for sparse yet efficient con-
nectivity probing over the damaged network, and 2) to locate
network holes where the deployment of UAV relays helps to
repair the damaged network.

There have been previous works to address the problem of
multi-agent exploration in [6]–[8] mostly from robotics com-
munity. In [7], [8], researchers propose simple distributed Ants
algorithms simulating a colony exploration of ants while leaving
pheromone traces during the environment traversing. Although
[6], [9] present the Brick&Mortar algorithm and its variation
that reduce duplicate coverage as opposed to the Ants, they
suffer from computationally intensive loop closure problems.
Some other works [10], [11] have extensively investigated the
problem of path planning and space exploration. Although most
of them aim to mitigate duplicate coverage among agents, they
can not directly be applied to the UAV context because there
is less consideration of networking capability and lightweight
computation.
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The problem of network hole detection and deployment has
been studied in [12]–[16] from network community. [12], [14],
[15] explore sensor deployment algorithms by finding network
holes in from more theoretical perspectives. Regarding the us-
age of aerial vehicles, aerial communication based on 802.11n
performs poorly due to aerial link vulnerability [13], while some
antenna extension can enhance the quality of aerial links [16].
Some researchers utilize UAVs to re-establish network connec-
tivity with aerial deployment in [17], [18]. However, network
repair improvement with respect to network probing density and
the optimal UAV deployment problem based on sparse connec-
tivity information have not been investigated well.

In this paper, we aim to answer two key questions of 1) how
to traverse a network efficiently for finding the terrestrial net-
work connection status with multiple UAVs in a distributed way
without much duplicate coverage and 2) what the optimal UAV
deployment algorithm based on tangible connectivity measure-
ments should be to achieve a practical recovery.

We propose several novel distributed path planning al-
gorithms based on independent and computationally light
decisions among several pre-determined zigzag patterns. These
patterns extend the local coverage as the UAVs are flying
forward, while reducing duplicate coverage with other UAVs.
Exploring the RoI area, the UAVs periodically probe network
connectivity from the air toward stationary networks.

We develop connectivity probing algorithms for UAVs to cap-
ture both local and non-local network connectivity from the air
to accomplish a more suitable UAV deployment in terms of route
reconstruction. Based on our newly designed cost-effective path
planning algorithms, UAVs drop off probing packets that gather
local network connection information within one hop, or keep
being relayed within several hops and retrieve them to parse
their distinctive partial non-local paths. We discover the under-
lying route topology by constructing the collected partial paths
via path stitching, where we borrow some general idea and term
from the wired network [19].

Once the network traversing procedure based on path
planning is completed, we find the optimal UAV relay positions
that can repair network-wide data delivery most effectively.
First, we aim to find the optimal deployment strategy based
on an optimization technique. We formulate the problem into
a binary integer program and obtain the optimal deployment
positions for UAVs. Second, we seek a computationally more
efficient iterative deployment strategy. By leveraging the
obtained topology information constructed by UAVs, we locate
and prioritize network holes by capturing a more global impact
on the overall routing structure. To understand the inherent
route skeletons, we perform connectivity-based clustering
of stationary nodes and UAV deployment candidate spots.
We iteratively find the most effective deployment locations,
leading to significant route improvement over the damaged
network. Third, we devise a further improved UAV deployment
algorithm by capturing more global route skeletons based
on the topology partitioning technique of strongly connected
component from an even higher-level perspective.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.
� We design several variants of distributed path planning

algorithm dedicated to UAVs that greatly reduces travel
time and distance, and duplicate coverage among UAVs.

� We present both local and non-local route topology dis-
covery schemes to extract the inherent route skeletons
by stitching partial local paths obtained from simple path
probing by UAVs.

� We propose practical network hole replacement algorithms
that dispatch a limited number of UAVs to the selected
crucial spots, which can achieve both local and global
improvement of routing performance.

This paper proposes a network reconstruction framework,
called DroneNetX, which is a class of network traversing and
relay deployment algorithms using multiple UAVs. This work
extends our prior work of DroneNet [20] and DroneNet+ [21]
as follows.

� We present a further improved network traversing algo-
rithm that reduces the network traversing time down to
less than 11% by either adaptively incrementing or decre-
menting the traversal width of UAVs.

� We propose a new network hole replacement algorithm
that captures globally connected sub-network dynamics
based on the topology partitioning technique of strongly
connected component, improving network recovery per-
formance in terms of end-to-end routing cost and perfor-
mance stability.

� We add experimental results on how the traversal width
should be adjusted within a time windowing manner.

� We add experimental results to compare all the proposed
network traversing algorithms including the new further
improved algorithm in terms of navigation efficiency.

� We add experimental results to compare all the proposed
UAV deployment algorithms including our new algorithm
in terms of routing recovery performance.

� We add discussions on the relationship between the num-
ber of UAVs and the network collapse degree, the effects
of network traversing and deployment decision on overall
network recovery performance, the possibility of integrat-
ing both traversing and deployment into one stage and em-
ploying its progressive optimization, and several practical
issues for real-world applications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After
discussing related work in Sec. II, we introduce our problem
and system model in Sec. III. We present several algorithms
of network traversing consisting of route topology discovery
and motion planning in Sec. IV, and Sec. V describes our UAV
deployment algorithms. After presenting the evaluation results
of our proposed approaches in Sec. VI, we discuss several crucial
aspects in Sec. VII, and then finally conclude this paper in
Sec. VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Related work on the problem of network reconstruction using
UAVs is classified into two categories: area exploration of multi-
agents (or multi-robots) and network hole replacement.

A. Multi-Agent Area Exploration

The area exploration of multi-agents has extensively been
investigated in robotics research community with a long history.
This problem is also referred to as coverage path planning. To
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minimize the completion time for a certain area, an efficient
path or trajectory that can explore all the searching areas is
extracted. To achieve a practical yet efficient trajectory, the area
space is decomposed into multiple cells with approximate [22],
[23], semi-approximate [24], [25], and exact types [25], [26].
The cellular decomposition facilitates practical construction of
provable performance guarantee [27].

Some algorithms have been inspired by swarm intelligence
for cooperative foraging behaviors of ants or bees. [7], [8]
propose decentralized Ants algorithms simulating a colony ex-
ploration of ants while leaving pheromone traces during the
environment traversing. While these Ants-based algorithms are
not optimized enough in terms of reducing duplicate coverage,
[6], [9] present the Brick&Mortar algorithm and its variation to
tackle this problem. However, they suffer from somewhat com-
putationally intensive loop closure problems. Also, in this type
of algorithms, each agent shares its collected information by
tagging the environment, e.g., leaving some information (e.g.,
pheromone) into a certain area, for other agents to use it upon
visiting later, limiting applicability to the UAV context.

In the context of UAV usage, there have been some recent
studies that design the optimal path-planning using a UAV. A
recent work [28] aims to solve a traveling salesman problem
for environmental monitoring based on a genetic algorithm that
calculates fitness functions for maximizing the coverage. Fur-
thermore, many interesting research has been conducted for
deriving effective motion planning for multiple UAVs [24],
[29]–[31]. These works can be categorized into three dimen-
sional coverage path planning and task division among multiple
UAVs. To obtain coverage methods in 3-dimensional space,
some works [24], [31] apply a planar coverage algorithm based
on 2-dimension in successive horizontal planes. In [32], [33],
3-dimensional cellular decomposition has been conducted for
constructing the 3D coverage path of UAVs. Using multi-
ple UAVs, coverage can be explored in a cooperative fashion
through task division by maintaining explore states for multi-
robot coordination [29] or based on a decentralized gradient-
based probabilistic search with cooperative UAVs [30].

Although our work belongs to the cellular decomposition ap-
proach with the exact type using zigzag trajectory, we differenti-
ate our work from previous works in the following aspects. Our
work adaptively changes the UAV traversal pattern by reflecting
the ongoing traversal progress and the encountering events with
other UAVs for minimizing the duplicate coverage over the RoI.
Further, our scheme performs network topology construction in
a more active way via connectivity probing through network
probing packets as well as through UAVs’ direct visit over ter-
restrial ad-hoc nodes, concurrently with the above coverage path
planning.

B. Network Hole Replacement

The network hole replacement has been explored in ad-hoc
sensor networks research community [34], [35]. Lacking
wireless coverage in a certain target area, sensing capability
over the area or local communication among sensors become
undermined. This coverage hole problem can be addressed by
discovering the existence of coverage holes based on Voronoi
diagrams [36], by detecting virtual forces in the potential field
among nodes considered as virtual particles [37], by comparing

local density with the ideal uniformly distributed density [38],
or by maintaining the line of sight communication relationships
among nodes [39]. Mobile sensors are dispatched or change
their deployment location to the detected coverage hole
location.

There have been several efforts to address the network hole
problem by utilizing UAVs as relay nodes [3], [17], [18],
[40]–[42]. UAVs are dispatched to some critically damaged
spots and are served as bridge nodes to connect a terrestrial
sub-network with another from the air. They aim to recover
the broken connectivity by utilizing UAVs based on Delaunay
triangulation [17] or a game theoretic approach [18].

The authors in [3] propose three phase deployment strategy:
initial deployment, connectivity measurement on the initially
deployed topology, and thereafter deployment position repair.
In [40], two types of network connectivity: global message con-
nectivity and worst-case connectivity are quantified, and both
connectivity quantification aims to be maximized based on the
concept of the minimal Steiner tree from graph theory. Simi-
larly in [41], the 3D locations of the UAVs are determined to
maximize the coverage lifetime using circle packing theory. In
the similar context, some research work [43] proposes a relay
node placement algorithm based on particle swarm optimization
that takes considerable computation complexity. The authors in
[42] solve the network coverage problem by finding out the
optimal deployment positions of UAVs via a fitness function
with three metrics of coverage, fault-tolerance, and redundancy,
based on a theoretical unit disk model under the known node
locations.

Our work presents network hole finding algorithms by un-
derstanding both local and non-local network topology in the
connectivity space so that it can repair broken packet routes
via UAV relays and recover routing performance in a local and
non-local manner.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

This work considers a network reconstruction problem using
UAVs where stationary ad-hoc networks are severely damaged
in a post-disaster scenario. Our goal is to repair network cov-
erage by supplementing aerial wireless links into the stationary
network to reconnect isolated ground networks each other with
a limited number of UAVs.

We assume that UAVs are equipped with the same wireless
radio as stationary nodes (e.g., 802.11 or 802.15.4). A UAV can
communicate with a part of stationary nodes on the ground or
other UAVs in the air as long as they are within radio range. It
is also assumed that UAVs are aware of RoI to explore and can
keep track of their relative position on RoI compared to their
corresponding physical position. Any UAV control issues on
moving from one location to another due to external environ-
mental factors such as weather, obstacles, and collisions with
other UAVs are out-of-scope in this paper. We consider UAVs to
initially be fully charged and keep operating without recharging
during a complete mission of network reconstruction.

The problem of network construction using UAVs can be
divided into two sub-problems: 1) network connectivity probing
from the air based on distributed motion planning of UAVs for
the complete RoI coverage, while reducing duplicate coverage
(refer to Sec. IV), and 2) optimal UAV relay deployment for
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Fig. 1. Overall procedure of network traversing, coverage hole detection, and
deployment by exploiting UAVs for autonomous network recovery.

the most effective network recovery given a limited number of
UAVs (refer to Sec. V).

After all of UAVs finish network exploration over a given Re-
gion of Interest (RoI), they gather at a designated place to share
the collected network probing information. Based on the infor-
mation, their deployment location can be computed at a selected
UAV or a group of UAVs. Its deployment computation result is
shared with other UAVs, and they are accordingly dispatched at
each position as relays, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

IV. NETWORK TRAVERSING

When a catastrophic disaster occurs, a terrestrial network of
stationary ad-hoc nodes may be damaged severely. To maintain
reliable routes over stationary ad-hoc networks, it is important
to quickly navigate the damaged area for diagnosing network
connection status before additional relay nodes are deployed.

We propose network traversing algorithms consisting of dis-
tributed motion planning for multiple UAVs and concurrent net-
work probing by them. Multiple UAVs explore the network over
RoI according to their own independent navigation decision. For
an efficient distributed exploration on the RoI region, we define
a frontier map that consists of square grids with m × m ver-
texes as in Fig. 2(a). Each UAV initiates its navigation at its
currently visiting vertex or a designated vertex, continues its
movement decision to the next vertex, and stops if it covers all
of the vertexes on the RoI.

A. DroneNet: Network Traversing

Each UAV runs an independent motion planning based on one
of eight pre-defined zigzag patterns, e.g., North-East, North-
West, South-East, South-West, East-North, East-South, West-
North, and West-South with the orthogonal traversal width L. It
generates a future-vertex-visit-trajectory with the longest length
toward a certain direction up to the boundary of RoI among the
above eight pre-determined zigzag patterns as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Since a UAV is not aware of the total number of UAVs and the
location of other UAVs, it is initially supposed to traverse over
all the vertexes in RoI. Whenever a UAV visits a vertex at a
time, it adds the visited vertex ID to its vertex-visit-list and
updates its unvisited vertex list. If two or more UAVs are within
radio range, they share their own vertex-visit-list with others,
and merge them into its original vertex-visit-list and accordingly
update their own unvisited vertex list.

Fig. 2. Logical grid coordinate, zigzag movement trajectories, and future
vertex visit decision rules in DroneNet.

When a UAV decides its next visiting vertex based on the
future-vertex-visit-trajectory, it checks whether the anticipating
visiting vertex has already been taken by other UAVs by search-
ing it over the vertex-visit-list. In case that the anticipating ver-
tex is already taken, the UAV lists up all available neighboring
vertexes to move among (North, East, South, West), except the
direction with the taken vertex, and randomly chooses one direc-
tion for next move. In this way, a UAV is able to avoid duplicate
exploration over the vertexes already visited by other UAVs in
a distributed manner. It continues to generate a future-vertex-
visit-trajectory with the longest length toward the boundary of
RoI and execute its local visit decision afterwards as illustrated
in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c).

During each vertex visit, a UAV probes network connectivity
with neighboring stationary nodes near the vertex. The UAV
broadcasts hello packets with a periodic manner, and any
neighboring stationary nodes that have received a hello packet
replies back to the UAV with a response packet embedding
its own node ID. Based on the collected response packets
from connectable nodes for multiple hello packets, the UAV
calculates the average Packet Reception Rate (PRR) for each
responded node ID at the vertex position. As each UAV tra-
verses over the network on the RoI, it continuously updates its
PRR table for the attributes of visited vertex ID and stationary
node ID and also exchanges its PRR table together with the
vertex-visit-list if other UAVs are within radio range.
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When all of neighboring vertexes in the north, east, south,
and west directions are taken, a UAV compares its vertex-visit-
list with the entire vertex list on RoI, and selects an unvisited
vertex with the shortest distance on the grid coordinate for its
next move. In this case, the UAV directly flies to the selected
vertex. If there remains no vertex to visit, it finishes the network
traversing procedure.

Our network traversing algorithm guarantees the complete
coverage of vertexes with distributed motion planning of mul-
tiple UAVs and its successful termination without overlap-
ping loops. The proofs are straightforward and omitted due
to space constraints. A more detailed algorithm is described in
Algorithm 1.

B. DroneNet+: Network Traversing

To maintain reliable route paths over stationary ad-hoc net-
works, preserving local wireless connectivity to neighboring
nodes is essential. Although local connectivity is a good indica-
tor of quantifying local route path stability, it does not necessar-
ily embed the global routing structure within itself. Thus, it is
important to diagnose the route status on the damaged network
by discovering its global route topology beyond the local one.

Fig. 3. Adaptive UAV traversing with an effective navigation decision in
DroneNet+.

In this subsection, we propose a route topology discovery
scheme that extracts the inherent route skeletons using simple
packet probing by UAVs. Our route topology discovery consists
of two phases: network traversing and topology construction via
path stitching.

1) Adaptive UAV Path Planning: DroneNet as in Sec. IV-A
has a drawback of using the fixed L regardless of on-going nav-
igation progress with other UAVs. Now DroneNet+ adaptively
controls the orthogonal width L of the UAV navigation. Initi-
ating its zigzag trajectory with the given L, the UAV can have
a more chance to navigate its adjacent vertexes before moving
away toward its determined moving direction. As the RoI has
been explored further together with other UAVs, it may find
any duplicate visited vertex from the exchanged vertex-visit-list
with another UAV within radio range. In this case, it decrements
the navigation width L by one so that it can lessen potential du-
plicate coverage on its future movement progress as depicted in
Fig. 3(a). Also, we devise the future vertex trajectory decision
rule of DroneNet that just randomly selects a direction with a
non-visited vertex as its next move and then generates its future
trajectory at the selected vertex after moving to it (shown at the
left in Fig. 3(b)). In DroneNet+, instead, each UAV regenerates
its future trajectory considering nearby non-visited vertexes as
soon as it completes the traversal from its previously generated
trajectory (shown at the right in Fig. 3(b)).

This adaptive UAV traversing scheme DroneNet+ greatly ad-
vances the previous DroneNet in motion planning efficiency
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by lowering duplicate coverage and travel distance until all the
vertexes are completely covered by UAVs.

2) Topology Construction via Path Stitching: We let UAVs
diagnose the overall network status during traversing by relaying
path-probing packets. We construct a global route aggregate by
stitching partial local route paths obtained from the path-probing
packets via path stitching.

a) Probing partial local path via relaying: When a UAV
visits a vertex during network traversing, it broadcasts a path-
probing packet to its stationary neighbors within radio range.
The stationary nodes are designed to relay it up to only n hops
by recording their own node ID and the current number of
transmission hops in its header. The path-probing packet finishes
being relayed to a certain stationary node upon completing n
hop transmission, and the recorded path-probing information is
stored at the node. This probing information is collected later
by a visiting UAV.

b) Topology Discovery via Path Stitching in Off-Line:
Once the network traversing procedure is completed, all of the
collected local path information by multiple UAVs are used to
extract a global route topology in off-line. Based on the path
trace information, we construct an undirected graph topology.

Given the local route path information ubiquitously collected
by UAVs, we finally construct a global route topology by stitch-

Fig. 4. Topology discovery by stitching partial local route paths (over two
hops) via path stitching.

ing all the links together as in Fig. 4. A more detailed algorithm
is described in Algorithm 2.

C. Adv-DroneNet+: Advanced Network Traversing

In the prior network traversing in DroneNet+, each UAV
adjusts the orthogonal navigation width L by decrementing by
one upon encountered with another UAV, helping to reduce
the possibility of duplicate coverage around the nearby area
in the near future. However, once the navigation width L is
decremented, it stays with the current value or can only be
further decremented, never being incremented again. In case
that two UAVs are encountered, and their navigation widths are
once reduced at the beginning of network traversing stage, even
after each UAV has never been encountered with any UAV for
quite a long time, their navigation widths still keep the same
with the penalized value forever.

Our advanced network traversing algorithm addresses this
issue by allowing a time window W , which is an expiration
time interval for staying with the current navigation width. If a
UAV has not been encountered with another UAV during this
time window, its navigation width L is incremented by one so
that it is allowed to explore the nearby area a little bit more
widely before moving away toward the navigation direction.

At the beginning of network traversing, each UAV initializes
its own time window W to a constant value, initialWindow,
and decrements W by one for every vertex visit unless en-
countered with another UAV. Otherwise, the time window W
is re-initialized to initialWindow, while the navigation width
L is decremented by one. This advanced network traversing
algorithm is described in Algorithm 3.

V. UAV RELAY DEPLOYMENT

In this section, we present several UAV relay deployment al-
gorithms that find the best grid positions of multiple UAVs for
the optimal network repair. Given the collected local connec-
tivity information over RoI, we find critical network holes that
drastically undermine network-wide routing performance. We
want to deploy a limited number of available UAVs as relays
into the locations where local and non-local connection as well
as end-to-end routing can significantly be improved.

A. DroneNet: UAV Relay Deployment

Once the UAVs complete the network traversing procedure in
Sec. IV-A, we obtain the connectivity table consisting of Packet
Reception Ratio (PRR) from stationary node ID k at vertex ID
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j, i.e., [PRR]j,k where 1 ≤ j ≤ M(= m2) and 1 ≤ k ≤ N . To
find the network holes, we observe a set of vertexes that retain
the weakest wireless links to the neighboring stationary nodes.
Since the number of UAVs is limited, we prioritize the network
holes and select some of them as UAV deployment positions.
It should be noted that UAVs should not be deployed into the
network holes completely isolated by any neighboring stationary
nodes because the deployed relay still remains unconnected to
any of them.

To benefit the overall network from only few UAV relays
for network reconstruction, we aim to minimize duplicate net-
work coverage by prohibiting two or more UAVs from being
deployed within communication range. Thus, we want each
UAV to contribute to repairing its nearby network connectivity
without partial or complete duplicate coverage for the overall
network repair enhancement.

We formulate the problem of selecting grid positions of mul-
tiple UAVs for network repair into a binary integer program.
Our goal is to find a set of vertex regions that have the weak-

est non-zero PRRs averaged over neighboring stationary nodes,
while avoiding duplicate coverage with any of other UAVs.

To formulate this setting, we first define a group of vertexes on
a square sub-grid within the average radio range of a wireless in-
terface as Si = {vi1 , vi2 , vi3 , . . . , vin 2 } where vil

(1 ≤ l ≤ n2)
is a vertex element belonging to the set Si , and n2 is the to-
tal number of elements in set Si , and S1 ∪ S2 ∪ · · · ∪ SK =
{v1, v2, . . . , vm 2} as in Fig. 2(a). Given the P number of UAVs
to deploy, the problem of selecting P grid positions of UAVs is
to select the P number of sets with the lowest average PRRs over
their corresponding belonging vertexes among S1, S2, . . . , and
SK , while any selected vertex sets should not share any vertex
in common. Both Si and Sj cannot be selected if Si ∩ Sj �= ∅.
For example, in Fig. 2(a), both S1 and S2 cannot be selected
as deployment vertexes. This implies that we want to deploy
a UAV into a group location of vertexes of which most or all
suffer from similarly poor connection.

We introduce indicator functions Ji denoting the vertex group
set Si should be selected, and Ii,j denoting whether the vertex
group set Si and its belonging vertex vj should be selected.
Based on these notations, we define the objective function to
minimize the summation of the average PRRs of the selected
vertexes in the selected vertex set as follows:

minimize
∑

i,j∈Si

PRRj · Ii,j (1)

subject to
∑

i

Ii,j ≤ 1 ∀j (2)

Ji = Ii,i1 = Ii,i2 = Ii,i3 = · · · = Ii,in 2 ∀i (3)
∑

i

Ji = P (4)

where PRRj is the average PRR over only the stationary nodes
with non-zero PRRs at vertex vj . In case that vertex vj has no
connection at all, i.e., PRRj = 0, we force it to be 1 so that
isolated vertexes should never be selected.

Constraint (2) ensures that any selected vertex sets should
not share any vertex in common to avoid duplicate coverage.
Constraint (3) enforces the condition that once a vertex group set
Si is selected, any belonging vertex vj ∈ Si should be selected.
The last constraint (4) requires the total number of selected
vertex group sets to be the same number of UAVs.

By using MATLAB bintprog utility or AMPL/CPLEX solver,
we can obtain the optimal sets of the most vulnerable vertex
groups under critical link outage. Since each UAV ends up with
the entire connectivity table for all the vertexes at the end of
network traversing procedure, it calculates them for itself. Once
each UAV tracks down to these sets, it determines one of sets
according to the order of UAV ID, and flies directly to the center
position of the selected vertex group for its self-deployment.
These positions are exactly where the deployed UAVs can be
used as crucial relay resources for starting repairing the locally
broken network.

B. DroneNet+: UAV Relay Deployment

We present a more computationally-efficient iterative UAV
deployment algorithm that improves routing performance
through a heuristic approach from a higher-level routing
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perspective. We locate and prioritize network holes based on
the captured route topology in Sec. IV-B and deploy UAVs as
relays to connect with terrestrial networks.

To understand the inherent global routing structure over the
networks, it is necessary to find out crucial skeleton nodes that
connect not only local neighboring nodes but rather other neigh-
boring sub-networks. To extract those skeleton nodes in the
networks, we incorporate a connectivity-based clustering algo-
rithm and use the selected cluster heads to efficiently connect
via inter-cluster networking.

Once the skeleton nodes are obtained, we associate two-tier
networks: a network of real nodes (i.e., cluster heads) and the
other network of virtual nodes (i.e., vertexes, which are candi-
date spots for UAV deployment). To gain the knowledge of parts
of vertexes with high connectivity toward real skeleton nodes,
we precompute a measure of how much the overall routing per-
formance can be improved when comparing between before and
after UAVs are deployed at the vertexes.

After prioritizing those vertexes, we dispatch UAVs to the
most effective vertexes that lead to the most influential network
repair in terms of routing performance. We iteratively find ver-
texes, deploy UAVs to their locations, and perform this iteration
continuously until all the UAVs are dispatched.

1) Connectivity-Based k-hop Clustering: We present a sim-
ple yet efficient connectivity-based k-hop clustering method
performed in a centralized manner similar to [44], [45], which
does not require any node location and better reflects empiri-
cal wireless connectivity behaviors. Using a constructed route
topology, we count the number of connected neighboring nodes
for each node within k hops and then prioritize the node list in
the descending order.

We initially elect a node with the highest connectivity as the
first cluster head. Given this cluster head, all of the nodes within
k hops from the cluster head join this cluster as cluster members.
Once a cluster head and its belonging members are determined,
we exclude these nodes from the above node list. We continue
this procedure for the remaining nodes in the list until all the
nodes are traversed. If there are a few nodes with the same
number of neighbors in the cluster head selection, we randomly
pick up one node among them as the next cluster head. It should
be noted that a cluster head without any member is prohibited,
and thus, there can exist some single nodes that do not belong
to any cluster.

Our connectivity-based clustering approach enables to under-
stand high-level route establishment over the entire networks
through several cluster heads used as skeleton nodes.

2) Network Hole Replacement With UAV Relays: Our net-
work hole replacement algorithm consists of two phases:
multi-level clustering and deployment. First, we perform a
connectivity-based k-hop clustering for all of stationary nodes
based on the obtained route topology. This captures high-level
skeleton nodes that serve an important role to connect with even
farther nodes.

Once cluster heads are elected, we perform additional cluster-
ing only for cluster heads (that are real nodes), and vertexes (that
are virtual nodes considered as candidate places where UAVs
can be deployed). Then, we obtain vertex cluster heads and
their belonging members. This second-tier clustering offers an
informative high-level connectivity structure of how virtual

Fig. 5. Iterative clustering and deployment decision procedure in DroneNet+.

nodes located at vertex positions can deeply be associated with
cluster heads, skeleton nodes in real networks. We select the
most influential vertex positions with the highest impact on
route connectivity with skeleton nodes as the deployment posi-
tions of UAVs.

We consider three deployment cases for UAVs: 1) a vertex
that can connect one cluster head at the one end with another
at the other end within one hop, 2) a vertex to connect two
cluster heads at each end within two hops, and 3) a vertex to
connect two cluster heads at each end within three hops, as the
second case is depicted in Fig. 5(a). If two cluster heads have
any existing paths with the lower number of hops away not
through the vertexes within the designated number of hops for
each case, we no longer consider these vertexes as deployment
candidates as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). This is due to the fact that
the deployment of UAVs at those positions are definitely not
a desirable choice compared to otherwise scenarios with two
cluster heads connectable only through the vertexes.

Our network hole replacement algorithm iteratively tries to
deploy all possible UAVs to the most effective vertexes. To
evaluate the route effectiveness of UAV deployment at certain
vertex locations, we probe routing performance improvement in
case of deploying UAVs at vertex candidates. We calculate the
percentage of source-to-destination pairs with no existing path
among all possible within λ hops from the vertex for both before-
deployment and after-deployment scenarios. As the percentage
difference between before and after increases, it is reasonable
to say that the effectiveness of UAV deployment increases. We
prioritize all possible vertex candidates for UAVs to be deployed
in the descending order of this effectiveness measure. UAVs are
consequently deployed to the vertexes with the highest route
effectiveness.

In case that all of UAVs are not deployed at this stage yet,
we continue the above multi-level clustering and deployment
procedures by extending to the second deployment case, and
doing so up to the third deployment case. It should be noted that
once some UAVs are deployed at the selected vertexes, we treat
the UAVs as normal stationary nodes at the remaining clustering
and deployment procedures.

Even after executing over all three deployment cases, there
can still be remaining UAVs to be deployed yet. We prioritize
the remaining vertexes in the descending order according to
the number of neighbors within k hops after deploying all pos-
sible UAVs at the prior steps, and eventually deploy all the
remaining UAVs to them.
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This iterative algorithm provides a lightweight yet effective
deployment decision for multiple UAVs, contributing to sig-
nificant improvement in routing performance. A more detailed
algorithm is described in Algorithm 4.

C. Adv-DroneNet+: Advanced UAV Relay Deployment

Although DroneNet+ captures the inherent route skeletons
among stationary cluster heads and focuses on a new route estab-
lishment between two cluster heads for network recovery, it may
neglect some more effective route establishment between sta-
tionary nodes that are not classified as stationary cluster heads,
near the boundary of interfacing clusters.

In this subsection, we propose a new network hole replace-
ment algorithm that captures globally connected sub-network
dynamics based on the concept of strongly connected compo-
nent [46], [47] in graph theory. A strongly connected component
is a graph structure where every node is reachable from every
other node through a valid route.

We first construct a directed graph based on the constructed
route topology from Sec. IV-B. Then, we partition the directed
graph into strongly connected components. Our goal is to con-
nect these isolated strongly connected components each other
by deploying available UAV relays. Given the limited number
of UAVs for deployment, we prioritize all possible combination
pairs of two components among the extracted strongly con-
nected components, which can directly be connectable if one
UAV relay is deployed at a certain vertex.

To prioritize multiple candidate pairs, we count the total
number of nodes that belong to two components if they are
reachable via a newly deployed UAV . After finding out one
pair of two reachable components, there may exist several
vertexes where a deployed UAV can relay between these

two components. To select the most effective vertex among
them, we calculate the percentage of source-to-destination
pairs with no valid route among all the stationary nodes
for before-deployment and after-deployment at each vertex
candidate. A vertex with the largest improvement is selected
as the deployment position for the first UAV. We iteratively
continue to perform the above deployment. After all possible
component-to-component-wise connections are repaired, if
there still exist deployable UAVs, one additional UAV is allowed
to be deployed between already-connected two components in
the order of component pair priority for fault-tolerance. A more
detailed procedure is described in Algorithm 5.

VI. EVALUATION

We evaluate three versions of our route recovery algorithm,
DroneNet, DroneNet+, and Adv-DroneNet+ in a network of 64
stationary nodes over the RoI of 144 × 144 m2 as in Fig. 6.
We simulate a damaged network consisting of almost half
(	 53.8%) broken source-to-destination pairs with no route out
of all possible pairs in TinyOS 2.1.2 TOSSIM environment. To
model the radio propagation, a combined path-loss shadowing
model with a path-loss exponent of 3.3, a shadowing standard
deviation of 5.5 dB, a reference distance of 1 m, a power decay
of 52.1 dB, a radio noise floor of −104 dBm, a high asymmetric
link model, and a white Gaussian noise of 4 dB in TOSSIM
LinkLayerModel are used. To reflect a more realistic in-
terference environment, we incorporate the CPM interference
model [48] with meyer-light noise traces.
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Fig. 6. Network topology of 64 sensor nodes over RoI in a simulated network,
having almost half source-to-destination route pairs with no existing path (where
good communication links are shown for PRR ≥ 75%).

We focus on more in-depth network performance improve-
ments in a relatively small but critically damaged network even
using a small number of UAVs. The simulation results are still
valid for a large scale network under critical damage, with a
fairly larger number of UAVs. We believe that our simulation
setting does not provide qualitatively different results, serving
as a reasonable representative to effectively show the inherent
performance.

In our experiments, the total number of vertexes is 100 where
m = 10, and UAVs fly at the height of 3 m. For relaying probing
packets over stationary nodes, we use three maximum number
of retransmissions. The parameters of n = 1 on the number
of relaying hops, k = 1 on connectivity-based clustering, and
λ = 1 on network hole replacement are tuned to be used for
DroneNet+. The parameter of initialWindow is set to one unit
time where one unit time is the traveling time from a vertex
to its adjacent vertex, i.e., 7.2 seconds, in Adv-DroneNet+. We
show the average performance over 10 independent simulations,
unless otherwise noted.

Our validation is divided into two parts: network traversing
based on motion planning and network hole replacement algo-
rithms. First, we evaluate network traversing performance of
DroneNet, DroneNet+, and Adv-DroneNet+ in terms of com-
plete coverage time, travel distance, and duplicate coverage rate
by varying the number of UAVs compared to Ants [8] and
a centralized optimal solution that solves the Multiple Trav-
eling Salesman Problem, mTSP [49] serving as a theoretical
bound. Second, we investigate network repair performance of
DroneNet, DroneNet+, and Adv-DroneNet+ in terms of end-to-
end routing cost and source-to-destination pairs with no route,
as opposed to an upper-bound counterpart algorithm. We quan-
tify the computation complexity of our deployment algorithms
in terms of the number of iterations and running time. Also, we
evaluate dynamic network recovery performance as stationary
nodes become dying out over time.

A. Network Traversing

We explore the efficiency of our UAV traversing algorithms.
The flying speed of UAVs is assumed to be 11.1 m/s (as per
Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 specification). The initial position of each

Fig. 7. Network exploration performance comparison with respect to the num-
ber of UAVs with the error bars of standard deviation.

UAV is placed at a randomly selected vertex. We measure the
complete coverage time and the average travel distance of each
individual UAV until UAVs finish the network exploration. The
initial navigation width L = 4 is used. We quantify the dupli-
cate coverage of how much the vertexes visited by a UAV are
overlapped with those by other UAVs. We run 50 simulations
and show the average performance in results.

Regarding the complete coverage time, all of our traversing
algorithms outperform Ants that does not share visited vertex
information with other agents. DroneNet, DroneNet+, and Adv-
DroneNet+ reduce the network traversing time spent for the
complete coverage over RoI in Fig. 7(a). This implies that shar-
ing previous trajectory information with other UAVs is essen-
tial to reduce duplicated exploration. Furthermore, DroneNet+
lessens the network traversing time with up to 14.5% compared
to DroneNet, while Adv-DroneNet+ further reduces with up to
11.1% compared to DroneNet+. This means that the adaptive
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control of navigation width L by both incrementing and decre-
menting depending on the coverage progress of other UAVs
plays an important role on navigation efficiency by reducing
the duplicate coverage. Moreover, to deeply understand the
traversing performance achievable by our proposed practical
algorithms, we find a theoretical limit of traversing time by
solving an mTSP, which offers an optimal solution. It should
be noted that mTSP finds out the optimal traversal in a central-
ized manner under global knowledge, whereas our traversing
algorithms perform in a distributed manner under only partially
self-collected information. Although our algorithm keeps op-
timized from DroneNet, DroneNet+ toward Adv-DroneNet+,
which is a heuristic distributed one, its resulting performance is
approaching to a theoretical bound of mTSP and has a relatively
similar tendency with it, as the number of UAVs increases.

We measure travel distance and duplicate coverage in
Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), respectively. Although Adv-DroneNet+ has
a slightly lower travel distance than DroneNet+, and DroneNet+
has the better performance than DroneNet, all three motion plan-
ning algorithms reduce travel distance as the number of UAVs
increases and show the similar performance on navigation ef-
ficiency in the space domain as in Fig. 7(b). As for duplicate
coverage in Fig. 7(c), DroneNet+ reduces the duplicate cov-
erage to 11.5% compared to DroneNet with 20.7% thanks to
the adaptive navigation control by decrementing the navigation
width L. Adv-DroneNet+ lessens the duplicate coverage down
to 8.4%, even lower than DroneNet+, showing that the adaptive
navigation control by widening the width is an important factor
for improving navigation efficiency.

We discuss the scalability of our network traversing algo-
rithm. Since our network traversing performs on the basis of
vertex-based grid coordinate, its performance is not dependent
of the number of stationary nodes, but rather dependent of the
number of vertexes (which is fixed). Thus, the network travers-
ing performance is scalable with the number of nodes.

B. Network Recovery

We investigate network recovery performance of our algo-
rithms to measure how the selection of UAV deployment posi-
tions reduces the number of network holes and improves routing
cost. We compare DroneNet, DroneNet+, and Adv-DroneNet+
with an upper bound algorithm. We devise an upper bound al-
gorithm, Sub-Optimized scheme that makes a recursive attempt
to check all possible subsequent deployment positions given the
past UAV deployments in a brute-force manner. This scheme
makes a series of UAV deployment decisions that can lead to
the lowest network hole fraction and the most effective route
repair.

We measure routing cost in Fig. 8 when each algorithm of
DroneNet, DroneNet+, Adv-DroneNet+, and a Sub-Optimized
upper bound algorithm is applied to the same damaged network
where 53.8% of source-to-destination routing pairs have no ex-
isting path as in Fig. 6. Routing cost is measured as the sum of
the expected number of transmissions over routing hops. As the
cumulative distributions of routing cost are shown in Fig. 8(a),
Adv-DroneNet+ outperforms DroneNet and DroneNet+, show-
ing the lowest routing cost over the overall routing cost range.
Also, one interesting observation is that our Adv-DroneNet+

Fig. 8. Network recovery performance comparison with a counterpart algo-
rithm and one another in terms of the end-to-end routing cost.
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based on a relatively lightweight iterative approach works bet-
ter than Sub-Optimized upper bound algorithm that requires high
computation complexity, under the routing scenarios with the
low and the middle range of routing cost.

As measured in Fig. 8(b) for the net routing hole percent-
age by taking the average value over 10 simulations, DroneNet,
DroneNet+, and Adv-DroneNet+ lead to the network hole per-
centage of 31.7%, 19.3%, and 17.8%, respectively, while Sub-
Optimized shows the lowest percentage of 7.7%. In particular for
a more intricate performance comparison between DroneNet+
and Adv-DroneNet+, we show the distribution of the percentiles
(0, 25, 50, 75, and 100%) of the routing hole percentage as in
Fig. 8(c). DroneNet+ has performance variations due to some
randomness from clustering, whereas Adv-DroneNet+ has a
very stable performance in its network recovery evaluation.

We investigate how each additional UAV deployment can en-
hance routing performance in Fig. 8(d). DroneNet+ improves
routing performance eventually with some fluctuation in the
middle of UAV usage, while Adv-DroneNet+ shows a more ef-
fective and stable performance. DroneNet+ achieves the invalid
route ratio of 8.7% via 21 UAVs, whereas Adv-DroneNet+ re-
quires only 10 UAVs reaching at an even lower ratio of 6.2%.
More UAV deployment beyond this necessary number of UAVs
may become redundant, but at the same time starts having fault-
tolerance in return.

C. Effect of Design Parameters

We discuss how different design parameters in our algorithms
affect system performance in Figs. 9 and 10. First, we investi-
gate how the probing density affects routing performance and
communication overhead in DroneNet. We measure communi-
cation overhead as the accumulated packet transmissions for
sending hello packets and response packets from each UAV,
and exchanging the vertex-visit-list and the PRR table among
UAVs. As shown in Fig. 9(a), as the probing density increases
from 7 × 7 to 10 × 10, approximately by two, we can achieve
routing performance improvement with a factor of 3.1, while
consuming more communication overhead with a factor of 2.3.
This demonstrates that DroneNet can achieve a higher benefit
of network-wide data delivery with a relatively smaller network
overhead increase, showing an interesting trade-off relationship.

We explore the effect of the maximum hop distance of relay-
ing the path-probing packet, n in DroneNet+ on the accuracy of
correctly inferred links among ground-truth links as in Fig. 9(b).
As the the number of relaying hops increases, the inference ac-
curacy also increases. The required communication overhead of
path-probing broadcast, on the other hand, becomes accordingly
larger. As a reasonable trade-off point, n = 1 is selected in our
experiments where 92.6% of links are correctly inferred.

In Adv-DroneNet+, we have introduced the time window such
that after passing the window without encountering other UAVs,
the navigation width L is incremented by one. We explore the
effect of the window size on network traversing efficiency, show-
ing the average and the standard deviation over 50 simulations
as in Fig. 10. Since UAVs spend 7.2 seconds to move from one
grid point to another adjacent one, we use this value as one unit
of the time window. As varying the time window from 0 to 2
(i.e., from 0 second to 14.4 seconds), all of traversing metrics,
network traversing time, travel distance, and duplicate coverage

Fig. 9. Effect of design parameters in DroneNet and DroneNet+.

lead to the lowest upon selecting one unit of time window (i.e.,
7.2 seconds). This means that the navigation width would rather
be reverted back when the UAV reaches a next grid point after
encountering a UAV and leaving the current grid point while
moving with its reduced navigation width.

D. Computation Complexity

We measure computation complexity in terms of running time
in Fig. 11. Our experiments have used LG B70CV desktop with
Intel i7-4790 3.60 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM. We quantify
the running time between DroneNet and DroneNet+, and be-
tween DroneNet+ and Adv-DroneNet+. As in Fig. 11(a), our
DroneNet+ spends a little time to compute the solution within
seconds based on a heuristic distributed algorithm, whereas
DroneNet takes much more time to solve its optimization prob-
lem based on a centralized computation. This implies that our
algorithm provides a lightweight practical approach, making it
feasible with a larger number of UAVs. Regarding the compari-
son between DroneNet+ and Adv-DroneNet+, as in Fig. 11(b),
Adv-DroneNet+ takes more running time for partitioning into
strongly connected components than DroneNet+. This is a per-
formance trade-off between network recovery and computation
complexity for choosing either DroneNet+ or Adv-DroneNet+.
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Fig. 10. Network exploration performance comparison with respect to the
window size in Adv-DroneNet+.

We discuss the scalability of our deployment algorithms. Both
DroneNet+ and Adv-DroneNet+ first find out crucial clusters,
and then decide the deployment position in the space of the
vertex grid coordinate, which is independent of the number
of stationary nodes. Thus, our deployment algorithms are also
resilient with the number of nodes in the network, achieving
scalability.

E. Dynamic Performance

We examine dynamic network recovery performance of
DroneNet+ and Adv-DroneNet+ in a gradual network break-
down scenario. We use a simulated network of 100 stationary
nodes with the initial power budget of 2.5 W over the RoI of
144 × 144 m2. It is assumed that the radio transmission and re-
ception drive the current of 17.4 mA and 19.7 mA, respectively,
with the external power supply of 3.3 V, according to the MicaZ

Fig. 11. Computation complexity in terms of running time.

Fig. 12. Dynamic network recovery performance as stationary nodes become
dying out over time.

mote specification. If a node consumes all the remaining power,
we let it inactive for any network operation so that the net-
work can get disconnected gradually over time. At each round,
30 source-to-destination pairs randomly chosen perform data
transmission along their own shortest path. As in Fig. 12, as the
number of active stationary nodes even gradually decreases, the
network gets dramatically disconnected, significantly breaking
down existing routes. If both DroneNet+ and Adv-DroneNet+
are allowed to apply their own adaptive route recovery procedure
using 5 UAVs at each round, the speed of the network break-
down becomes slower compared to no deployment case. While
Adv-DroneNet+ outperforms DroneNet+ in general under the
steady-state performance, DroneNet+ can sometimes work bet-
ter in some cases (e.g., in the round of 6–10). This is because
our current Adv-DroneNet+ finds out a deployment position that
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can directly connect two partitioned components via only one
newly deployed UAV, whereas DroneNet+ finds out a series of
deployment position that can connect two crucial isolated nodes
via at most two newly deployed UAVs in series. Although the
effective number of nodes participating in the network keeps de-
creasing due to the battery outage even after deploying 5 UAV
relays, our both adaptive UAV deployment algorithms keep re-
organizing their effective deployment positions at each round
with fault-tolerance, avoiding substantial route outages as much
as possible.

VII. DISCUSSIONS

We discuss some crucial aspects: 1) how the effective num-
ber of UAVs is associated with the network collapse degree;
2) when a certain factor between network traversing and de-
ployment decision is more important; 3) the possibility of inte-
grating network traversing and deployment into one stage with
a progressive manner for responsiveness; and 4) practical issues
for real-world applications.

A. Relationship of the Number of UAVs With the Network
Collapse Degree

Depending on the network collapse degree after a disaster,
the suitable number of UAVs for network recovery varies. In a
damaged network with almost half broken source-to-destination
pairs with no route as in Fig. 6, using 5 UAVs is a cost-effective
choice, showing feasible network traversing and routing per-
formance. If the network becomes more critically damaged
over time or after a subsequent disaster, the required number
of UAVs may increase. By employing more UAV resource, the
advantage is two-fold. First, the overall network traversing time
can be reduced due to our collaborative exploration algorithm
by letting distributing the given coverage area to more UAVs
with less overlap. Second, the overall network recovery per-
formance can be enhanced by deploying more number of relays
where critically damaged sub-networks are located. On the other
hand, some computation overhead for finding their suitable de-
ployment positions is inevitable in return. Thus, the number of
UAVs to use as relays should be determined by considering the
trade-off relationship among network collapse degree, network
traversing time, network recovery performance, and computa-
tion complexity all together.

B. Network Traversing vs. Deployment Decision

Our proposed scheme consists of network traversing and de-
ployment decision with two phases. In terms of running time,
the network traversing phase takes a longer portion than the de-
ployment phase since the physical vertex-to-vertex movement
by UAVs usually takes more time than running an algorithm
in an embedded system. In case that the execution time is the
most critical factor for operating this system under emergency,
the network traversing can be a bottleneck. Leveraging a large
number of UAVs (irrespective of the network collapse degree)
would decrease the network traversing time. On the other hand,
calculating the deployment positions for the increased number
of UAVs takes more time in the subsequent deployment phase.
In this case, we may use only necessary UAVs for deployment
where the number of UAVs in the deployment phase is not

necessarily the same as that in the former phase. Since the net-
work traversing is decoupled with the UAV deployment, we can
separately choose the necessary number of UAVs for network
traversing and deployment, respectively.

Although the network traversing and the deployment are de-
coupled in their separate phases, the deployment performance
is highly associated with the former network traversing perfor-
mance. If the network traversing granularity becomes sparse,
both network traversing time and communication overhead
would be saved. However, the subsequent deployment position
should be determined among rough candidate vertexes, leading
to less accurate deployment decision. Therefore, the network
traversing and the deployment decision should be co-optimized
considering the constraints of given physical resource, time, and
routing performance.

C. Progressive Network Traversing and Deployment

Our two-phase network reconstruction scheme may not be
an optimal solution for quickly recovering a damaged network
since UAVs can start contributing as relays only after the prece-
dent network traversing procedure is completed. In this situa-
tion, integrating both traversing and deployment into one stage
can be a more effective solution. Each UAV starts exploring its
local space and determining its temporary deployment position
among possible locally optimal candidates. As a UAV becomes
more knowledgeable by itself or from other encountered UAVs,
it can gradually find a more globally optimal deployment posi-
tion with a progressive manner. In this way, the response time
for network recovery can significantly be reduced even if its ini-
tial performance is not optimal, and the performance gets more
improved as the operation continues. Also, this progressive net-
work traversing and deployment can be a practically better fit to
a dynamically changing disaster scenario than a one-shot (un-
realistic) disaster scenario thanks to its reduced response time.

Our two-phase network reconstruction scheme runs a cen-
tralized computation for obtaining the optimal deployment po-
sitions. On the other hand, the progressive one-phase scheme
can compute them in a distributed manner based on the currently
obtained information at the UAV, without collecting global in-
formation from all the UAVs. In this way, the algorithm can be
more resilient against unexpected data collection or communi-
cation failure scenarios between UAVs.

D. Practical Issues

We discuss some real-world considerations for the practical
feasibility of our proposed algorithms, and how we could extend
our work to reflect more practical issues.

1) Battery of UAVs: To reflect the battery issue of UAVs,
we need to estimate the empirical relationship between the re-
maining energy and how long a UAV can operate. Based on
this empirical model, we can let a UAV go back to a pre-
determined charger station in need or via an energy-aware path-
planning among communicable UAVs. Upon deployment, we
can extend our algorithm such that for example, more powered
UAVs may be deployed to more critically disconnected areas
to achieve more energy-tolerant deployment decisions under
energy-constrained UAVs.
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2) Physical Constraints: A real-world environment is sur-
rounded by various physical constraints such as obstacles, and
building structures that may impede the UAVs’ mobility. To
overcome the challenge, we can extend to a path planning in 3D
space. During the probing procedure, UAVs may need to collect
obstacle information as well as network information. We also
have to consider the effect of obstacles on UAVs’ communica-
tion coverage during the deployment.

3) Mobility: If some nodes with moderate mobility are in-
cluded in a terrestrial network, the constructed network topology
may be outdated soon, and accordingly, its subsequent one-shot
deployment decision would not provide accurate results. In this
scenario, the network traversing and the deployment procedures
should be more tightly coupled so that the network topology
needs to be updated over time, and a dynamic deployment de-
cision based on the up-to-date probing information should be
made.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a self-organizing UAV deployment al-
gorithm based on sparse network status probing from the air
along with a distributed coverage path planning by UAVs. We
have designed several variants of network traversing algorithm
based on a fully distributed local decision for its next move-
ment, while minimizing the duplicate coverage and guaran-
teeing complete coverage. Then, we have presented topology
discovery schemes for capturing both local and non-local route
topology that embeds inherent route skeletons based on broad-
cast and path stitching techniques. By pinpointing network hole
locations, we have developed several practical network hole re-
placement algorithms that dispatch a limited number of UAVs
to the selected hole spots, leading to both local and global im-
provement on routing performance.

Our experiments demonstrate that our scheme has signifi-
cantly achieved both network probing efficiency and routing
recovery performance by exploiting the efficiency in coverage
path planning and UAV deployment compared to a baseline
counterpart, the popularly used multi-agent exploration algo-
rithm Ants and a sub-optimal brute-force algorithm. Our pro-
posed framework provides a well-balanced mixture of network
traversing and relay deployment by letting each UAV play a
suitable role at each necessary step.

For future work, we may interleave the route topology dis-
covery together with progressive UAV deployment, achieving
higher efficiency and responsiveness, and suppressing unneces-
sary discovery. It would be interesting to consider more practi-
cal aspects such as battery recharging of UAVs to reflect in the
path planning of UAVs, and considering mobile nodes in terres-
trial networks. Also, we could extend the problem by allowing
UAV’s transmission power control, and validate our algorithms
in a real-world testbed consisting of terrestrial sensors and aerial
drones.
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